Total Management Solutions
Airports
Recognized as global leaders in innovative key & asset management, Traka utilizes pioneering solutions to manage the most important parts of any organization. Traka’s vision is to be the most innovative company in the industry, while providing reliable, true & measurable value to our customers. Owned by ASSA ABLOY, an organization twice-ranked as one of Forbes Magazine’s World’s Most Innovative Companies, Traka has a global footprint which extends to over 70 countries and 44,000 employees globally. This gives our customers comfort in knowing that we will be here to meet their long term needs.

As a forward-thinking business, we’re always one step ahead when it comes to developing new and innovative solutions that solve real world problems. From simple secured storage options to enterprise-level control of costly or sensitive devices, Traka systems provide an intuitive and powerful way to manage, track and report usage of your most important assets, with the ability to drive process through integration. Trusted by thousands of customers around the globe, Traka solutions are proven and reliable, with a typical return on investment in just a few months.
Securing an airport and its valuable assets is not an easy task. With such a large and complex operation, many highly-restricted areas, hundreds of personnel and thousands of travellers, it can quickly consume valuable administrative resources.

Traka provides an efficient and effective solution for securing and managing your keys, radios, tablets, fleet vehicles, tools and other equipment used in the day-to-day operations of your airport. By decentralizing, your keys and assets are safely stored where they are needed most, automatically distributed to authorized users, and centrally managed from our intuitive software.

Traka’s proven and reliable key cabinets and locker systems can be managed from any authorized computer or device on your network. The time of every user and asset action is recorded, providing full accountability and valuable reports to better manage your property.

Our solutions can integrate into your existing HR database or access control platform, making administration easy, and enabling realtime workflows that improve your operational processes. Traka gives you complete control over your keys, contractor badges, tablets, scanners, fleet vehicles and other pooled assets like never before.
Decentralized Assets, Centralized Control

Traka Touch and Traka Web
All of Traka’s intelligent access management solutions are controlled by our user-friendly software. Traka Touch is our embedded touchscreen technology that runs directly on our key cabinets and intelligent lockers. This system provides users and administrators a simple solution at the point of use, available in over 20 languages.

When networked with our enterprise-level Traka Web software management suite, you gain powerful control over every Traka cabinet and locker across your facility, without disrupting daily workflow. This intuitive, browser-based interface can be centrally managed from a single PC, or regionalized to empower individual departments throughout your airport.

Traka systems can manage all of your keys, laptops, tablets, radios, fleet vehicles, tools and other valuable assets, with full user accountability and reduced administration.

Features:
- Control access to assets by adding, deleting or suspending users
- Full audit capability - retains a complete history of all key, asset, locker and user transactions
- Allocate specific keys or items to authorized users at specific times, and customize access rules, such as double or triple authorizations, to maximize control
- Auto-allocate lockers based on certain criteria, including “First In, First Out” to ensure devices are fully charged before use, which reduces downtime
- Integrates with the RFID tagging system to confirm when specific items have been removed or replaced
- Realtime, centralized activity reporting with email notifications and alarms to instantly alert administrators to important events
- Enable staff to alert management to faulty or broken devices by entering fault codes via the touch screen, making maintenance seamless and more efficient

Power through integration
Traka’s management solutions can integrate into several access control platforms, HR databases or other third-party systems, for the ultimate in administrative control.
- Automatically enroll users and define security settings based on employee status or department assignment
- Prevent users from exiting a facility or clocking out until keys are returned
- Restrict access to hazardous areas until the proper safety equipment is checked out
Traka Touch/Traka Web

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

Full color 7” touch screen

Embedded Windows CE and SQL Server database

Interface available in 20+ languages

Solid state memory holds 250,000+ events

Effective administration scalable to enterprise level

Automatic data backup

Easy access via PIN code, card reader or biometrics

Browser-based software

AES-256 encryption

Built-in battery backup with charge status icon

Soft close-down with no data loss in the event of long term power failure

Airports have a lot to consider when it comes to an effective access control strategy. Having a large workforce with access to highly-sensitive areas, and millions in inventory to protect, it’s critical that all areas of your operation be tightly regulated at all times. When you can control, monitor and record your airport’s key use, your facility, assets and people are more protected than ever before. Traka extends the reach of traditional access control.

Traka’s automated key management systems provide easy and effective control over your keys, while providing a full audit trail of all key activity.

Features:

- Automated and controlled access to authorized keys, which are distributed from a secure, software-controlled cabinet
- Individual staff or vendor recognition ensures unique, up-to-the-minute access permissions
- Reduce loss by auditing and accounting for every key set, every minute of the day
- Require multilevel authorizations to release and return grand master keys
- Automatically alert and notify an administrator or manager should a key not be returned on time
- Can be integrated with HR or access control databases for reduced administration
- Prevent staff from clocking out or leaving an area until keys are safely returned
- Maximize staff utilization through efficient and automated key management
- Issue vendor temporary badges or keys as needed, with peace of mind
- Electronic controlled access without the costs of Electronic Access Control
Traka locker systems can be configured in a number of ways, providing the precise level of intelligence needed to give your airport total control over its valuable assets and critical processes.

### Smart Secure Storage

When users know that they are fully accountable for the assets they use, they become more responsible users.

With Intelligent Asset Storage, each individual is uniquely identified to the Traka system via PIN, access badge or biometrics, and only has access to authorized assets. You know exactly who removed an item, and the time it was issued and returned. All user activity is recorded, giving powerful management tools and realtime reporting.

Through Traka’s deep integrations, your assets can become tools that drive your internal processes. Restrict a user from leaving a facility until his/her sensitive asset has been safely returned, or change access permissions for entire departments through your existing HR database. The possibilities are endless.

### Intelligent Asset Management with Asset ID

When tracking the use of each and every device is critical to your facility, Traka has the ultimate solution. Using individual asset identification methods like RFID tagging, our system identifies exactly which items are in use, and what user has them, 24/7.

A single lost or compromised asset could be a huge liability, cause critical data loss, or cause interruptions to the daily operations of your resort. When every item is individually traceable, you’ll generate more responsible users and more efficient device utilization, all while lowering administration costs in managing your assets.

Ensure that every asset is working for you, always.
Is managing your keys and assets adding too much administrative baggage?

Traka’s proven and reliable systems provide the best solution for your real world problems.

Expect more from an integrated key and asset management solution by Traka

- **Reduced administration** – no need to manually distribute keys or log usage
- **Improved shift start-up times** – keys can be taken or returned in seconds
- **Monitor user activity** – each user is uniquely identified through PIN, access badge or biometrics
- **Better control** – allocate specific items to authorized users at specific times, and allow custom access rules, such as double or triple authorizations, as needed
- **Reliable and robust** – our IP67-rated, nickel-plated brass iFobs provide years of proven maintenance-free use
- **Increased visibility** – realtime and centralized activity reporting, with email notifications and alarms to instantly alert administrators of important events
- **Deep integration functions** – can integrate with third-party databases and systems to reduce administration and drive process
Shouldn’t we be talking?

To learn more about how Traka solutions can help your airport, contact us today.

1-877-34TRAKA
sales@TrakaUSA.com

Find Traka USA on:

DKC Associates
1.877.237.7768
info@dkcassociates.ca

• Key Control
• Vendor Badge Management
• Asset Management
• Access Control
• Fleet Management
• Inventory Control
• Data Rack Management
• Weapons Management
• Process Control
• Lockout/Tagout